U14 Selection Process to NWC Finals

U14 Selection to NWC Finals:
Quota--15 men / 15 women
All Men / Women selected for the WR U14 Championship Team are selected.
Additional quota filled directly by results from EC/U14 Series Finals.

Selection Method:
Single selection board using new world cup points with same point values per event as awarded in the U14 championship qualifying series. See the single point selection board example in the PNSA comp guide.

Board eligibility:
Racers must be licensed and in good standing of US Ski and Snowboard and PNSA
Racers must be U14 age class
Racers in violation of the US Ski and Snowboard or PNSA code of conduct policy will not be placed on the board.

Alternate list:
The alternate list will have no limitations and all efforts will be made to fill the quota.

U14 Selection Announcement:
Selected athletes and alternate athletes will be selected after the completion of the EC/U14 Series Finals and after the U14 working group members have validated the selection.

Seeding of U14s at the NWC Finals qualifying Race:
Seeding will be by National Points

Qualification Scoring:
Based on New World Cup Points. Scoring totals an athlete's best 50% (rounded up) of the individual race runs (not combined runs) in each event.
--Only SL and GS race runs at the qualifying event count toward NWC Finals qualification
--1 SL race = 2 race runs = 1 best run scored
--1 GS race = 2 race runs = 1 best run scored

NOTE: Only race runs from EC/U14 Finals will be considered in the qualification process unless zero race runs of SL and GS take place at this event. In this instance the current qualifying list for U14 Champs will be used to fill all quota spots.
EXAMPLE: if only one run of SL or GS is completed during the qualifying event then that single run will determine the list of qualifying athletes to NWC Finals.